
EXTRACURRICULAR 
PROGRAMS THAT 
EDUCATE & INSPIRE

OUR STEM PROGRAM
Our STEM program allows students to dive into hands-on science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics projects throughout the year. Experience cutting-edge technology while traveling down the 

path to discovery, understanding and invention!

INTRODUCTION TO STEM (AGES 3-6)
Every Monday from 2:45 PM - 3:30 PM and 3:45 PM - 4:30 PM beginning 9/12/22 until 5/15/23

Students will learn the ins and outs of the groundbreaking science and technologies changing our world 

every day! Throughout this program, our curious learners will grow into innovative entrepreneurs. With a 

wide-variety of subjects, students are more likely to find a field that sparks their interest. Introduction to 

STEM covers the following subjects:
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ART TECH TYPING &
MOUSE SKILLS

PHYSICS &  
MOTION

PICTURE TECH CODING

FLIGHT &
AERODYNAMICS

COMPUTER 
ESSENTIALS

ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY MUSIC TECH



OUR LET’S MOVE! PROGRAMS
Let’s Move! is a program designed to give students the tools they need to build a life-long love of 

sports, fitness and dance. Our goal is teach children the importance of health and wellness as well as 

sportsmanship and perseverance.

SOCCER + (AGES 3-6)
Every Friday from 2:45 PM - 3:30 PM and 
3:45 PM - 4:30 PM beginning 9/9/22 until 5/19/23

Soccer + is designed to give students the skills, 

techniques and knowledge they need to take on a 

fun-filled game of soccer! Athletes will build life-long 

friendships through teamwork and determination. Each 

week there will also be a ‘plus’ sport such as baseball, 

football, lacrosse and more.

DANCE STARS (AGES 2-6) 
Every Tuesday from 2:45 PM - 3:30 PM and 
3:45 PM - 4:30 PM beginning 9/6/22 until 5/16/23

We are channeling all of our creativity through the 

art of ballet. Dancers will have the opportunity to 

learn the 7 basic movements of ballet as well as core 

terminology and several graceful positions! Enjoy a 

petit performance by our ballerinas and ballerinos at 

the end of the year to show off their hard work.

EXTRACURRICULAR PROGRAMS 
THAT ENERGIZE & MOTIVATE
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